
Your Complete Signage Solution



The  Health and Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) Regulations 1996 require 
employers to provide and maintain safety signs where there is significant risk 
to health and safety that has not been avoided or controlled by other means (e.g. 
safe systems of work) provided that the use of a sign can help reduce the risk. 

Throughout this catalogue you will find guidance about; 

 �Risk assessment
 � Use of pictorial symbols
 �General health and safety signs
 �Fire/emergency escape signs

ISO 7010 is the International standard for safety signs. 
ISO 7010 was developed to provide consistency in design across the EU. Stocksigns has 
incorporated the new designs and you may notice some design changes to the symbols 
whereas others are virtually unchanged.

The majority of British Standard symbols have been adopted by ISO and as such have now 
been encompassed into UK safety legislation.

Legislation and Guidance

Use of Symbols and Graphical Images
The use of symbols and graphical images is a simple safety system used to convey 
safety messages at a glance.  Colours and symbols, appropriately used, provide 
information and warnings of hazards which are essential to personal safety.

A red circular band with diagonal cross bar on a white background, the symbol within the 
circle to be black denoting a safety sign that indicates that a certain behaviour is prohibited.

Prohibition

A yellow triangle with black border and symbol within the yellow area denoting a safety sign 
that gives warning of a hazard.

Hazard

A blue circle with white symbol denoting a sign that indicates that a specific course of action 
must be taken.

Mandatory

A red rectangle or square with symbol in white denoting a safety sign that indicates the 
location of fire fighting equipment.

Fire Equipment

A green rectangle or square with symbol or text in white denoting a safety sign providing 
information about safe conditions.

Safe Condition

Health & Safety Sign
Association

Stocksigns Accreditations and Associations

 �Positioning of signs
 �Marking of hazardous storage areas and obstacles
 �Dangerous locations
 � Identification of pipelines

LOOK OUT FOR

Best Sellers
The best selling 
signs and products.

New
Signs and ranges 
new to this 
catalogue.

Updated
Signs updated 
to the latest ISO 
2018 symbols.

Great Value
Products that 
represent excellent 
value for money.
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Material Choices

Self-Adhesive Vinyl
A cost effective high gloss PVC 
with a peel off backing, self-
adhesive vinyl is ideal for interior 
signage.  This material adheres 
to most smooth, clean surfaces 
including curves.

Series code - 30

Correx
A durable yet lightweight 
corrugated PVC material 
particularly suited to temporary 
signs.  Available in 4mm and 
10mm thicknesses.

Bespoke material on request

Rigid PVC Plastic
Our best-selling material choice, 
1mm semi-rigid plastic PVC is 
suitable for interior and exterior 
use. Signs are supplied with 
square corners, no holes as 
standard.

Series code - 20

Aluminium
Aluminium is a long-lasting 
durable coated metal that can 
be used for both interior and 
exterior signs.

Series code - 10

Acrylic
Acrylic is a versatile material 
that is both lightweight and 
shatterproof. Best suited to 
internal signs. This offers a cost 
effective and safe alternative to 
using glass. Available in 3, 5 and 
10mm thicknesses.

Bespoke material on request

Aluminium Composite
A rigid yet lightweight 
composite panel which offers 
a cost effective alternative 
to standard aluminium. With 
minimal scrap value, its use can 
help deter signage theft. 
This material is ideal for internal 
and external use.
Series code - 11

Special Effect 
Aluminium Composite 
Available in both mirrored gold 
and brushed silver finish. 
These special effect finishes 
create a contemporary look 
when used on internal signage. 

Bespoke material on request

Polycarbonate
Polycarbonate is a clear material 
used as an alternative to acrylic. 
A very versatile material with a 
gloss finish.
Compared to acrylic it has a 
higher impact resistance, is more 
UV stable and temperature 
resistant.
Bespoke material on request

Brushed Stainless Steel
Brushed Stainless Steel is 
available in two grades.
304 grade material provides a 
prestigious look ideally suited 
for internal signs. 
316 marine grade available on 
request for external signs.

Series code - 60

Reflective Signs
Class 1 or Class 2 reflective 
material is adhered to 
aluminium composite as 
standard, but can be supplied 
as a vinyl or applied to any rigid 
substrate. Generally used for 
traffic signs that can be post or 
wall mounted.
Series codes - Traffic 70, Safety 75

Photoluminescent
(Rigid Plastic and SA Vinyl)
Photoluminescent signs provide 
temporary visibility in the dark 
making it ideal for fire signage. 
In line with the PSPA, standard 
signs are produced on Class B, 
with Class C material available 
on request.
Series codes - RP 21 / SAV 31

Foamex
A versatile PVC foam sheet 
with a smooth matt finish. 
This material is often used for 
temporary signs requiring a 
superior look.
Available in 1, 3 and 5mm 
thicknesses.

Bespoke material on request
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Making a Purchase

Prior to buying your sign it is important to consider where the sign will be used 
and from what distance it needs to be viewed. 
The diagram below is intended to used as a guide only. 
For further advice speak to our sales team on 01737 774077.

Recommended 
installation heights:

Above doors:  
2m - 2.5m 
from floor level to base of sign.
Directional wall fixed signs:  
1.4m - 2.0m 
from floor level to base of sign.

300 x 100mm
(Compact)
Viewing distance up to 

10 metres

600 x 200mm
(Big)
Viewing distance up to 

20 metres

1200 x 400mm
(Huge)
Viewing distance up to 

40 metres

RETURNING
A PRODUCT

We expect our products 
to meet your expectations. 
However, if you do need to 
make a return, you MUST use 
our Returns Procedure. 

Please contact our Customer 
Services Team on 01737 774077, 
or at info@stocksigns.co.uk, to 
obtain a returns reference, and 
subsequently making sure that 
the packaging is robust enough 
to avoid damage in transit. 
On certain returns a re-stocking 
charge may be applicable. 

20 11090 RG

PRODUCT CODE
This is the unique product 
code for that design.

SIZE CODES
These are the sizes that the 
sign is available in. (See price 
grids for size identification)

All of our standard products featured in this catalogue are identified 
by a unique five or six figure product code, followed in most cases 
by a size code consisting of two letters. e.g.

To order this sign in Rigid Plastic size 600 x 200mm
use the code:

MATERIAL CODES
This tells you the materials 
the sign is available in.
e.g: = Aluminium
 = Rigid Plastic
 = Self-Adhesive Vinyl

10

20

30

102030 11090 KD RG

20 11090 RG

Understanding the Code

STEP 1
 � Find the sign design you require.
 � Note the product code.

10 20 30 11090 KD RG

STEP 2
 �Choose the material you require.
 �Use our material guide on the left to 
select the most suitable material for 
the job.

10 20 30 11090 KD RG

10 20 30 11090 KD RG

STEP 3
 � Look at the sizes your sign is available in.
 � Use the price grids for size codes.
 � Choose the most appropriate size using 
the installation guide above.

How to Order

 �Choose your payment method: Credit Card - We accept Mastercard, Visa and American Express.
 �Cheques should be made payable to Stocksigns Ltd.
 �Accounts - We will be happy to open a credit account for you (subject to a standard credit check).   
All such sales are payable no later than 30 days from invoice date.
 � BACS Payment welcome. Our account is: The Royal Bank of Scotland plc.                       
Account No. 23111244 Sort code 16-00-15

 All prices are exclusive of Value Added Tax
 � Phone, post or e-mail (sales@stocksigns.co.uk) your order.

By submitting your order, you confirm that you have read and understood our terms and conditions and agree 
to be bound by them (please see our T&C’s online at www.stocksigns.co.uk or call 01737 774077 for a copy).

Easy Ordering

Installation Guide

Payment

All rights reserved. All of this catalogue is protected by the Laws of Copyright. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored 
in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise.

Prices can be found by using the grids at the bottom of the pages or in the price list enclosed. (Except where items are separately priced).
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At Stocksigns we pride ourselves on our experience 
across many industries. We’ve successfully managed 
projects from airports and quarries, to schools and 
commercial premises.

We have experience with an extensive range of materials from vinyl 
graphics, through to large illuminated monoliths and everything in 
between.

If you are embarking on a project and need professional help and 
support, our site survey specialists are available to help. They can 
offer advice and expertise to ensure the wayfinding, health and 
safety and corporate branding in your workplace are legislation 
compliant and reflective of your company and brand.

Our Services

Alongside our professional surveyors, Stocksigns have 
a dedicated team of fitters and installation experts. 

The team operate throughout the UK and over our long history 
we have experience of installing everything from single signs to 
managing large scale installation projects. 

We recognise the importance of working safely on-site 
and Stocksigns are proud to be accredited members of the 
SafeContrator scheme. This accreditation demonstrates that we 
operate under recognised high health and safety standards. 

In addition, all our installation crews are CSCS (Construction 
Skills Certification Scheme) certified, Asbestos Trained in line with 
UKATA, certified by UPAF standards to operate Mobile Evaluating 
Work Platforms and hold current First Aid certificates.

Orders for stocked standard signs will be despatched next day and 
will take between 2-3 days for delivery. Custom made orders will be 
despatched within 5 working days from receipt of order. 

If you require these signs urgently, you may wish to use our 
premium service, where your signs will be despatched as priority. 
Please speak to the sales team regarding this service. 

Delivery Services

Professional Site Survey

Installation

Export 
Worldwide despatch is no problem. Our Export Sales Team is happy 
to provide quotations for any quantity of signs for any country.

Collection
At our Trade Counter in Redhill, signs can be purchased and/or 
collected between 8.30am and 5.00pm Monday - Friday. 

Delivery Costs
The charge for packing, delivery and insurance to most UK mainland 
postcodes is FREE for standard orders over £50. 

Standard Product Delivery Charges
 �Orders under £20 (Depending on size and weight) - £1.95
 �Orders up to £49.00 (Depending on size and weight) - £6.75
 �Orders over £50.00 - FREE

Custom-made Signs Delivery Charges
 �Orders less than 10kgs - £7.50
 �Orders 10 - 20 kgs - £13.50
 �Orders 20 - 50 kgs - £25.00
 �Orders over 50kgs - POA

For Premium Service delivery rates, export, Scottish Highlands and 
off-shore locations, please contact our Sales Team on 01737 774077 
for prices.
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First Aid and Safety Posters

£14.50!
From only£101.28!

Only

£8.76!
From only

See page 70 See page 72 See page 78

Throughout 2016/17, the Health and Safety Executive 
estimate over 600,00 workers suffered a non-fatal 
injury as a result of work activity. This accounted for 
around 5.5 million working days lost. 

Our range of safe conditions and first aid signs provide clear 
guidance to both the injured and those responding when an 
accident occurs. 

In this section you will find permanent, photoluminescent and 
temporary signs, all available alongside an extensive range of 
Safety Posters and Pocket Guides, which are excellent training 
materials and aide memoires for staff and visitors alike.

The First Aid Station display shown on page 72 is the ideal 
informational display to ensure the company accident book, 
first aid kid and records documents are all kept in one central 
location. 

For further advice and to discuss your signage requirements, 
please call our dedicated team on 01737 774077.
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Safe Condition and First Aid

Recommendation is made in the 
Guidance on The Electricity at Work 
Regulations 1989 for emergency 
resuscitation procedures to be 
displayed in locations where people 
may be at greater risk of electric 
shock.

100 x 120mm pocket guide, printed both sides and  encapsulated in clear laminate. Sold in packs of 10.

FIRST AID
Basic Rules
l  Do not move the patient.
l  If the patient is unconcious and not breathing follow
l  instructions on reverse. If breathing, place in recovery
l  position as shown in diagram 8 overleaf.
l  Keep the patient warm and covered.
l  Do not give the patient food, drink or cigarettes.
l  Loosen any tight or restrictive clothing.
l  Reassure the patient.
l  If you have any doubts about the injury call an ambulance.

Bleeding
l  Raise the wound.
l  Apply pressure to the wound with your hand or a clean dry
l  cloth until the bleeding has stopped.
l  Apply a dressing.

Burns
l  Cool the skin immediately with running water and continue
l  this treatment for at least 10 minutes.
l  Remove any restrictive jewellery.
l  Apply a clean dressing.

Stocksigns 66324
© STOCKSIGNS

EMERGENCY 
SERVICES

10 20 30 12161 NR

Front Reverse Front Reverse60 26324 £23.37 60 21094 £23.37

10 20 30 11324 NR 20 30 17052 KM 20 30 11665 KM

10 20 30 12161 NR

Electric Shock
Emergency Action

3 If power cannot be switched off, push or
pull the casualty clear of the electrical
source, using any dry non conductive
material available to safeguard yourself.

2 Call for assistance.

1 Switch off power.

4 Check for unconsciousness - if
unconscious remove any obvious
obstructions in the mouth and proceed
immediately with Emergency
Resuscitation Treatment as shown on
opposite side of this card.

Stocksigns 61094
© STOCKSIGNS

The electricity at work regulations 1989 call for 
emergency resuscitation procedures to be displayed.

Resuscitation and First Aid Posters

FIND MORE - 
For our FULL range of 
Safety Posters
- see pages 74-79

Pocket Guides - Resuscitation and First Aid

Size in mm 75x100 100x75 100x100 150x200 200x150 200x200 250x100 250x300
Size code BD DB DD FG GF GG JD JK

10 Aluminium £2.53 £2.53 £2.53 £6.08 £6.08 £7.98 £5.84 £13.01
20 Rigid Plastic £1.54 £1.54 £1.54 £3.56 £3.56 £4.42 £3.36 £6.86
30 Self Adhesive Vinyl £1.09 £1.09 £1.09 £2.19 £2.19 £2.90 £1.83 £4.51

HOW TO ORDER
See page 3 for FULL details.
Call us on 01737 774077

Professional SurveysUK Manufactured Signs Design & Installation Services
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Safe Condition and First Aid

call: 01737 774077 email: sales@stocksigns.co.uk visit: www.stocksigns.co.uk

The two signs above are a legal requirement.

10 20 30 11392 DB GF

10 20 30 11407 KD RG

10 20 30 11404 KD RG10 20 30 11406 KD RG10 20 30 11146 KD RG

10 20 30 11840 JD PG

The sign to the right is the preferred 
arrow design for use, when necessary, 
with safe condition signs other than 
emergency escape signs.

30 11972 DB GF KJ

Update your first aider sign easily.

10 20 30 11454 GG MM

10 20 30 17779 KD RG

10 20 30 17778 KD RG10 20 30 11408 KD RG

10 20 30 17969 GF 10 20 30 03580 JK 10 20 30 17046 JK10 20 30 03569 BD
FG JK

10 20 30 11686 BD
FG JK

10 20 30 03571 BD 10 20 30 17045 JK10 20 30 12238 JK10 20 30 03570 BD
FG JK

10 20 30 17825 JK
FG JK

10 20 30 17774 BD
FG JK

10 20 30 11688 BD
FG JK

10 20 30 11695 BD
FG JK

10 20 30 11685 BD
FG JK

10 20 30 11690 BD
FG JK

10 20 30 06596 DD
GG MM

10 20 30 06597 DD
GG MM

10 20 30 11387 DD
GG MM

10 20 30 17773 DD
GG MM

10 20 30 11680 DD
GG MM

10 20 30 11678 DD
GG MM

10 20 30 11679 DD
GG MM

10 20 30 11388 DD
GG MM

10 20 30 17775 DD
GG MM

10 20 30 12160 DB
GF KJ

10 20 30 11391 DB
GF KJ

10 20 30 11385 DB
GF KJ

Safe Condition and First Aid Signs

Size in mm 300x100 300x250 300x400 400x400 450x600 500x200 600x200
Size code KD KJ KM MM NR PG RG

10 Aluminium £6.08 £13.01 £14.97 £19.21 £28.02 £14.17 £14.97
20 Rigid Plastic £3.56 £6.86 £9.22 £11.39 £17.24 £8.68 £9.22
30 Self Adhesive Vinyl £2.19 £4.51 £5.84 £7.03 £8.76 £5.33 £5.84

69 65584 Fine Point £3.36
69 66026 Bullet Tip £3.36

Call: 01737 774077
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Safe Condition and First Aid

Includes
 � Information Display folder
 � First Aid Box (1-10 persons)
 �Accident book

All companies with 10 or more employees 
are now legally required to keep an 
accident book. 

In order to comply the HSE have produced 
a new style of accident book, which has 
replaced the old book. 

Available in red and white to comply 
with The Health & Safety (Safety Signs 
and Signals) Regulations 1996. 

10 20 30 11376 BD

If you can read 
this sign, your

First Aid
Kit

is missing

If you can read 
this sign, your

Eye 
Wash

is missing

10 20 30 05379 BD 10 20 30 05380 BD

10 20 30 17047 KJ 10 20 30 17048 KJ

10 20 30 17050 KJ 10 20 30 17051 KJ

10 20 30 17049 KJ

69 23628 Accident Book £8.78
Numbered, tear-off pages

Ensure your safety equipment is replaced 
with ‘at a glance’ equipment missing signs.

Manufactured from 
‘HILUME’ 
photoluminescent 
material for 
enhanced visual 
awareness.
Price: £44.88 66 00383 66 00384 66 00385

66 03744 66 03745 66 03746 66 03747

Bring all your first aid information 
together to form a focal point.

60 03877 £101.28

FG JK
10 20 30 11606 BD

FG JK

First Aid Station

Accident Book

Photoluminescent First Aid Projecting Signs

Size in mm 75x100 100x75 150x200 200x150 250x300 300x250 300x400
Size code BD DB FG GF JK KJ KM

10 Aluminium £2.53 £2.53 £6.08 £6.08 £13.01 £13.01 £14.97
20 Rigid Plastic £1.54 £1.54 £3.56 £3.56 £6.86 £6.86 £9.22
30 Self Adhesive Vinyl £1.09 £1.09 £2.19 £2.19 £4.51 £4.51 £5.84

Signs Conforming to 
Designs of BS EN 7010

Equipment Missing Signs

Protective Equipment Location Signs

Talk to our Dedicated TeamNext Day Delivery Available Order Online
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Safe Condition and First Aid

call: 01737 774077 email: sales@stocksigns.co.uk visit: www.stocksigns.co.uk

Temporary first aid signs are 
simple to fix and reusable.
Ideal for fetes, sporting events 
and festivals etc.

Static stick signs to be placed 
on the inside of the vehicle and which 
are clearly visible from the outside.

21 31 17745 KD 21 31 17746 KD

60 21972 DB GF KJ

To assist in identification of supervisory 
personnel in cases of emergency.
The armbands are green - as 
below, in retroflective material with 
velcro fastening and incorporating a 
photoluminescent strip.

69 26060 £11.77

20 05375 KM

First aid 
station ahead

First aid 
station right

First aid 
station left

First aid
station

20 05376 KM 20 05377 KM 20 05378 KM

60 23739 300mm x 50mm £5.30

60 23740 600mm x 100mm £7.08

60 23741 300mm x 50mm £5.30

60 23742 600mm x 100mm £7.08

60 23745 250mm x 150mm £8.00

Signs are supplied with 
concealed fixing holes 
allowing easy fixing using 
only four screws. 
Size of each sign face is 
200 x 300mm. 

60 26889 £27.46

60 23743 300mm x 50mm £5.30

60 23744 600mm x 100mm £7.08

High Visibility Armband

Vehicle Window Stickers

Projecting First Aid Sign

Temporary First Aid Signs

67 90119 £6.80
280mm long
Pack of 100

63 27286 £17.85 63 27274 £17.85

Photoluminescent First Aid Signs

Size in mm 300x100
Size code KD

21 Rigid Plastic £6.66
31 Self Adhesive Vinyl £5.16

First Aid Posters

FIND MORE - 
For our FULL range of First Aid
Safety Posters - Turn overleaf
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Safety Guides

 � Incorporates all recent changes in the law.
 � Excellent for both first aiders and non first aiders.
 �User-friendly text and clear illustrations give a step 
by step guide to dealing with emergencies.
 � Poster sizes: 590mm x 420mm.

63 27287 £17.85 63 27283 £17.8563 27288 £17.85 63 27285 £17.85

63 27282 £17.8563 27280 £17.85

63 27276 £17.85 63 27281 £17.85 63 27291 £17.8563 27284 £17.85

In 2016/17, over 70,000 non-fatal employee injuries were reported.
29% of these were slips, trips and falls. (Source: RIDDOR 2016/17)

63 27290 £17.85 63 27292 £17.85 63 27277 £17.85

63 27286 £17.85

63 27274 £17.85 63 27279 £17.85

Guidance Posters and Training Aids

Easy to order and 
deal with. We often 
use Stocksigns for 
the school and would 
recommend.

Flamstead End School
Trustpilot Reviewer

63 27278 £17.85

Continual Help & Support Legislation ExpertiseSpecialist Advice
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Safety Posters

call: 01737 774077 email: sales@stocksigns.co.uk visit: www.stocksigns.co.uk

The use of posters is a simple and striking way to convey health and safety 
messages to your staff. 
All posters (pages 74-77) are 510x760mm and are laminated.  

63 23559 £17.85 63 23560 £17.85 63 23561 £17.85

63 23563 £17.85 63 23564 £17.85 63 23565 £17.85 63 23566 £17.85

63 23570 £17.8563 23569 £17.8563 23568 £17.85

63 23567 £17.85

63 23571 £17.85 63 23572 £17.85

63 23573 £17.85 63 23574 £17.85

63 23570 £17.85

63 23575 £17.85 63 23577 £17.85 63 23562 £17.85

Health and Safety Posters

Designs may change from time to time - Stocksigns reserves 
the right to make these changes if or when they may occur.
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Safety Posters

The use of posters is a simple and striking way to convey health and safety messages to your 
staff. All posters (pages 74-77) are 510 x 760mm and are laminated.  

63 23554 £17.8563 23551 £17.85

63 23546 £17.85 63 23542 £17.8563 23539 £17.85 63 23540 £17.85

63 23545 £17.85 63 23556 £17.8563 23543 £17.85 63 23544 £17.85

63 23550 £17.8563 23549 £17.8563 23547 £17.85 63 23548 £17.85

63 23552 £17.85 63 23553 £17.85

Health and Safety Posters Designs may change from time to time - 
Stocksigns reserves the right to make these 
changes if or when they may occur.

Professional SurveysUK Manufactured Signs Design & Installation Services
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Safety Posters

call: 01737 774077 email: sales@stocksigns.co.uk visit: www.stocksigns.co.uk

The use of posters is a simple and striking way to convey health and safety messages to your 
staff. All posters (pages 74-77) are 510 x 760mm and are laminated.  

63 23557 £17.85 63 23555 £17.85

Snap Frame corner detail

Snap frames offer a cost effective and professional way to display 
literature promotions and essential notices within the workplace.
Our range of frames are easy to install and use and come in a 
variety of sizes.

 � Front opening snap frame
 � Extruded aluminium
 �Anti-reflective front face
 � Lockable option
 �Alternative colour frames are available

67 00494 1524mm x 1016mm £89.45

67 00479 1188mm x 840mm (A0) £65.43

67 00480 1016mm x 762mm £55.02

67 00481 840mm x 594mm (A1) £35.05

67 00482 762mm x 508mm £33.59

67 00483 594mm x 420mm (A2) £29.45

67 00484 420mm x 297mm (A3) £17.50

67 00485 297mm x 210mm (A4) £12.86

Silver Anodised
Snap Frame: (32mm frame)

67 00490 762mm x 508mm £31.64

67 00491 594mm x 420mm (A2) £20.25

67 00492 420mm x 297mm (A3) £11.24

67 00493 297mm x 210mm (A4) £7.57

Silver Anodised 
Snap Frame: (25mm frame)

67 05936 210mm x 297mm (A4) £21.96

67 05937 297mm x 420mm (A3) £29.84

67 05938 420mm x 594mm (A2) £42.78

67 05939 594mm x 840mm (A1) £61.92

67 05940 840mm x 1188mm (A0) £74.31

67 06269 Opening key £1.12

Tamper Resistant Frame 
(32mm frame)
No colour available
Opening Key required with this frame

63 23558 £17.8563 23541 £17.85

Snap frames can add permanence and authority to your 
safety posters.

Health and Safety Posters

Poster Snap Frames

FIND MORE - Frames and Fixings p204-207
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Regulations Guidance

Although in some cases it is a legal 
requirement to display Regulations Guidance 
posters, the main benefit remains as an 
invaluable staff training aid. These signs help 
raise staff awareness and act as constant 
reminders. Some of these posters are also 
available in our pocket guide format. 
Current legislation updates will be reflected in 
these products and, as such, they are subject  
to change. 

AVOID hazardous manual handling operations so far as reasonably practicable

ASSESS unavoidable manual handling operations and reassess as necessary

TAKE steps to reduce risk of injury from such operations so far as reasonably practicable

As of 1st January 1993 these regulations, made under the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, 
place additional duties on employers to

ASSESS weight, stability, centre of gravity, ease of grip, size of handholds, surface texture

USE handling aids if possible

Does the load have to be moved?

If it does, THINK about it first:

DO you need help from someone else?

CHECK where load is to go - is it clear?

CHECK your route is unobstructed and the floor surface clean and dry

CAN you stop and rest if necessary?

PLAN the grip beforehand, hold firmly with both hands,  with back upright

mechanical aid to lift and/or move load

appropriate personal protective equipment and clothing
- hard hat, goggles, gloves, overalls, boots or shoes

1. Plan the lift - assess weight, route, etc.

2. Place feet apart, close to load.
2. Bend knees slightly, around load if possible.
2. Keep back straight, shoulders and hips
 level and in line

Guidelines on AVOIDING INJURY BY SAFE LIFTING

3. Grip load securely, with arms close to trunk,
3. use legs to lift up trunk and load

4. Hold load with heaviest side close to the trunk.
4. Move feet, do not twist body

5. Adjust load in position after putting down

1) 2) 3) 5)4)

10 20 11976 MR Also available in our 
pocket guide format. 
See page 80.

As of 1st January 1993 these regulations require employers and the self-employed to provide
suitable personal protective equipment (PPE) to protect employees from any risks to their health or
safety at work, where such risks cannot be adequately controlled by other means such as engineering
controls or safe systems of work

Extracts from guidance of Regulations from Health and Safety Executive

Employers’ Obligations

USE PPE provided in accordance with training and instructions

TAKE steps to ensure PPE is properly stored when not in use

REPORT immediately to employer any loss or obvious defect in the PPE

to protect effectively against particular risk involved

to facilitate or not to hinder performance of the task

to not be liable to increase the overall risk

for conditions at the place of work

for use on the particular task

to cause minimum discomfort to the wearer

to fit, or be adjustable so as to fit, the wearer

to comply with Community Directives on design and manufacture

to be compatible with any other PPE worn at the same time where more than
one risk is involved

REVIEW assessment whenever appropriate

CONSULT employees on selection of PPE

MAINTAIN PPE in efficient working order and good repair

PROVIDE appropriate storage space for PPE when not in use

PROVIDE suitable information, instruction and  training of employees in the effective use of PPE

TAKE steps to ensure employees make proper use of the PPE provided

Employees’ obligations

PROVIDE suitable PPE for unavoidable risks

ASSESS suitability of PPE

10 20 11975 MR Also available in our 
pocket guide format. 
See page 81.

Analyse display screen equipment workstations to assess the health and safety risks to users

Reduce any risks identified as far as reasonably practicable (in the case of workstations in
service on 31st December 1992 these must be made to comply with the regulations by 31st
December 1996)

Plan daily work activities of users so that breaks or other activities periodically interrupt display
screen work, to reduce workload at the equipment

Provide eye and eye-sight test for employees and supply any special corrective appliances
required after such eye or eye-sight test

Provide adequate health and safety training to users of display screen equipment

Under these regulations from 1st January 1993 employers must

Summary of requirements at workplace to minimise health risks

Screen
Characters clear, image stable, contrast and screen position adjustable, free from glare and reflections

Keyboard
Adjustable position, matt surface, symbols legible and keys usable

Work desk/surface
Large, low-reflective and allowing flexible adjustment of screen, keyboard, documents etc., to ensure
comfortable position of user

Work chair
Stable, adjustable height and tilt, allowing freedom of movement and comfortable position of user,
with footrest if required

Space requirement
Sufficient legroom and space to allow user to change position and vary movements freely

Lighting, reflections and glare
Adequate lighting for all tasks performed, no disturbing glare from nearby light source, or reflections
on the screen, appropriate contrast for screen

Noise
Noise level should not impair concentration or prevent conversation

Heat and Humidity
Heat from equipment should not be excessive and adequate levels of humidity should be maintained

Task design and software
Software suitable to the task, appropriate or adaptable to user’s ability level, providing feedback on
system status, no undisclosed monitoring, users to be involved in task design when possible

10 20 11974 MR Also available in our 
pocket guide format. 
See page 80.

CONTROLLING DAMAGE FROM NOISE AT WORK
Incurable hearing damage can be caused by exposure to high noise levels. The Control of Noise
at Work Regulations 2005 place duties on employers and employees to reduce the risk of hearing
damage at work. The duties are summarised below:

Where value of daily personal exposure is likely to be:

EMPLOYERS MUST
Ensure that risk from exposure of employees to noise is
either eliminated at source or reduced to the lowest level
reasonably practicle

Ensure noise assessments made by competent person

Ensure record of assessment kept until reassessed

Reduce exposure to noise as far as is reasonably practicable
by means other than ear protectors

Provide adequate information, instruction and training about
risks to hearing, ways of minimising risk, how to obtain ear
protectors where exposure between 80dB(A) and 85dB(A)

Mark ear protection zones with notices so far as reasonably
practicable

Ensure so far as practicable that protectors
- are provided to employees who ask for them
- are provided to all exposed
- are used by all exposed
- maintained and repaired

Ensure so far as reasonably practicable that all who enter
marked ear protection zones use ear protection even if not
exposed to 85dB(A)

Ensure so far as is practicable that
- all equipment provided under the Regulations is used
- all equipment is maintained

EMPLOYEES MUST
So far as is practicable
- use ear protectors
- use any other protective equipment provided
- report any defects found to employer

below
80db

(A)

First action
level 80db

(A)

Second
action level

85db (A)

The Control of Noise at
Work Regulations 2005
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CDG & CPL Labels classes 1-9 and if applicable a subsidiary hazard label.

IATA/IACO Labels classes 1-9 including handling labels, Magnetised material, Cargo aircraft only & 
This way up.
Label size: (Diamonds min. 100 x 100mm for Packages)

FLAMMA
BLE

3

SPONTANEOU
SLY

4

DANGER

THIS UNIT IS UNDER FUMIGATION

WITH ----------------------- APPLIED ON

DATE --------------------------

TIME ---------------------------

DO NOT ENTER

CORROSI

8 9

CLASS

1
CLASS

2
CLASS

4
CLASS

6
CLASS

8

CLASS

3
CLASS

5
CLASS

7
CLASS

9

Compatibility groups and divisions shown on
these diamonds are examples and will vary
according to the explosive being transported.

Class 2.1 Class 2.2 Class 2.3

Class 4.1 Class 4.2 Class 4.3

Class 6.1 Class 6.2 Category I Category II Category III

Class 5.1 Class 5.2

MARINE
POLLUTION

UN LABELS
& HANDLING

LABELS

UN HAZARD
WARNING
PLACARDS

AS REQUIRED
BY IMDG

CODE

All primary risk warning diamonds must contain the class number in the bottom corner of
the diamond for subsidiary risk labels the number is omitted.

6 65.1

2 3 4 442 2

7 98

UN numbers to be printed
in 65mm high letters in
bottom section of diamond
or within rectangle.

Example Example

DO NOT LOAD IN PASSENGER AIRCRAFT

DANGERE

N

W

S

MAGNETIZED
MATERIAL

KEEP AWAY FROM AIRCRAFT COMPASS DETECTOR UNIT

EXPLOSI

1

LABELS & PLACARDS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF
THE TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS GOODS

IMDG Labels classes 1-9 including additional label for Marine pollutant, High temperature & Fumigation.
Label size: (Diamonds min. 100 x 100mm for Packages)

(Diamonds min. 250 x 250mm for Containers)

MARINE POLLUTANT

FLAMMABLE

4

2

FLAMMABLE

Toxic
6

OXIDIZING

5.

POISON

2

NON-
FLAMMABLE

2

DANGEROUS

4

RADIOAC
TIVE

7

CONTENT
ACTIVITY

TRANSPORT

RADIOAC
TIVE

7

CONTENT
ACTIVITY

TRANSPORT

7

RADIOAC
TIVECONTENT

ACTIVITY

INFECTIOUS
In case of damage or leakage

immediately notify public
health authority

6

1

1.4
D

1

1.5
D

1

1.6
N

ADR Labels classes 1-9 including additional handling labels, Keep dry, This way up & Fragile.
Label size: (Diamonds min. 100 x 100mm for Packages)

(Diamonds min. 250 x 250mm for Containers)

5.2

ORGANIC PEROXIDE

5.2

1.1D
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04 E 53

BS 1710 : 1984 Identification of pipelines and services recommends a system
for identification by colour and where and when to mark pipework.
Where to use the basic identification colour:
1. JUNCTIONS OF PIPEWORK.
2. BOTH SIDES OF EACH VALVE.
3. SERVICE APPLIANCES.
4. WALL PENETRATION.
5. OTHER AREAS WHERE DEEMED NECESSARY

PIPELINE IDENTIFICATION
TO BS1710 : 1984

The Health & Safety ( Safety Signs & Signals) Regulations 1996 require, all
visible pipes used for the transporting dangerous substances or services
be marked, with an appropriate hazard warning symbol.

BASIC IDENTIFICATION COLOURS

SAFETY COLOURS

Pipe Contents Colours & BS4800 ref. Example

Oils - mineral, vegetable or animal
Combustible liquids.

Water

Steam

Gases in either gaseous or liquefied
condition (except air)

Acids and alkalis

Air

Other liquids

Electrical services and ventilation
ducts

Green  12 D 45

Brown  06 C 39

Silver-grey  10 A 03

Yellow ochre  08 C 35

Violet  22 C 37

Light blue  20 E 51

Black  00 E 53

Orange  06 E 51

08 E 51

18 E 53

Red

Yellow

Auxiliary blue

Stocksigns©

10 20 12180 MR Also available in our 
pocket guide format. 
See page 80.

10 20 30 06349 NR PUWE Regulations
63 21190 420mm x 594mm £17.50

63 06792 297x420 (A3 size) £14.50

Laminated
Laminated

Guidance Posters and Training Aids

Health and Safety Law Poster
Employers have a legal duty to display this poster 
in a prominent position in each workplace. 

Posters are available in both A3 and A2 sizes and 
are supplied in a laminated finish.

Large Format 
Digital Printing

A recent addition to the
Stocksigns’ range of
capabilities is the acquisition
of the latest in digital sign
technology - wide format,
inkjet systems.

 � This latex inkjet 
technology enables 
printing superb quality 
images onto different 
types of media, ranging 
from vinyl to paper and 
banners on a print area 
of up to 1550mm wide.
 � The water-based latex 
inkjet system produces 
odourless prints, 
reducing impact on 
the environment with 
Eco Mark-Certified ink 
cartridges.

 �Our UV-Inkjet technology 
prints directly to 
substrate enabling a faster 
turnaround on a vast 
range of materials.
 �  Capable of printing 
full colour graphics 
suitable for outdoor 
environments.
 �  To further extend the life 
expectancy of the sign 
protective overlay film 
(POF) can be applied.
 � This print technology can 
be used to make not only 
signs, but also site sign 
boards, exhibition panels 
and point of sale material.

For sample prints or more 
information call our
Graphics Department on 
01737 774077.

Talk to our Dedicated TeamNext Day Delivery Available Order Online
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call: 01737 774077 email: sales@stocksigns.co.uk visit: www.stocksigns.co.uk

P.O.F. can be 
overlaminated 
on any 
aluminium 
or plastic sign. 
Together with 
Seldon Graffiti Remover it 
allows: 

 � Easier removal of graffiti. 
 � Resistance to scuffs. 
 � UV protection - 
anti fade. 
 � Easier to clean
 � Extends life of sign

Call our Sales Team 
on 01737 774077

Designed and printed by      Stocksigns Ltd 1999 with copy reproduced with permission of Health & Safety Executive and the Controller of Her Majesty Stationery Office.

CONSTRUCTION SITE SAFETY
SITE MANAGERS SAFETY CHECKLIST

This checklist identifies some of the hazards most commonly found on construction sites. The questions it asks are intended to help you decide
whether your site is a safe and healthy place to work. It is not an exhaustive list. More detailed information can be found in HSG150 Health and
safety in construction and other HSE publications.

Safe places of work
• Can everyone reach their place of work safely, eg are roads, gangways, passageways,

passenger hoists, staircases, ladders and scaffolds in good condition?
• Are there guard rails or equivalent protection to stop falls from open edges on 

scaffolds, mobile elevating work platforms, buildings, gangways,
excavations, etc?
• Are holes and openings securely guard railed, provided with an equivalent standard

of edge protection or provided with fixed, clearly marked covers to prevent falls?
• Are structures stable, adequately braced and not overloaded?
• Are all working area and walkways level and free from obstructions such as stored

material and waste?
• Is the site tidy, and are materials stored safely?
• Are there proper arrangements for collecting and disposing of waste materials?
• Is the work adequately lit? Is sufficient additional lighting provided when work is 

Manual handling

• Has the risk of manual handling injuries been assessed?
• Are hoists, telehandlers, wheel-barrows and other plant or equipment used so 

that manual lifting and handling of heavy objects is kept to a
minimum?
• Are materials such as cement ordered in 25kg bags?

Hoists

• Is the hoist protected by a substantial enclosure to prevent someone from being 
struck by any moving part of the hoist or falling down the hoistway?

• Are gates provided at all landings, including ground level?
• Are the gates kept shut except when the platform is at the landing?
• Are the controls arranged so that the hoist can be operated from one position only?
• Is the hoist operator trained and competent?
• Is the hoists safe working load clearly marked?
• If the hoist is for materials only, is there a warning notice on the platform or cage 

to stop people riding on it?
• Is the hoist inspected weekly, and thoroughly examined every six months by a 

competent person?
• Are the results of inspection recorded?

Cranes and lifting
appliances

• Is the crane on a firm level base?
• Are the safe working loads and corresponding radii known and considered before 

any lifting begins?
• If the crane has a capacity of more than 1 tonne, does it have an automatic safe load

indicator that is maintained and inspected weekly?
• Are all operators trained and competent?
• Has the banksman/slinger been trained to give signals and to attach loads correctly?
• Do the operator and banksman find out the weight and centre of gravity of the load

before trying to lift it?
• Are cranes inspected weekly, and thoroughly examined every 14 months by a 

competent person?
• Are the results of inspections and examinations recorded?
• Does the crane have a current test certificate?

Plant and machinery

• Is the right plant and machinery being used for the job?
• Are all dangerous parts guarded, eg exposed gears, chain drives,

projecting engine shafts?
• Are guards secured and in good repair?
• Is the machinery maintained in good repair and are all safety devices

operating correctly?
• Are all operators trained and competent?

Traffic and vehicles

• Have separate pedestrian, vehicle access points and routes around the site been 
provided? If not, are vehicles and pedestrians kept separate wherever possible?

• Have one-way systems or turning points been provided to minimise the need
for reversing?

• Where vehicles have to reverse, are they controlled by properly trained banksmen?
• Are vehicles maintained; do the steering, handbrake and footbrake work properly?
• Have drivers received proper training?
• Are vehicles securely loaded?
• Are passengers prevented from riding in dangerous positions?

Fire and emergencies

General
• Have emergency procedures been developed, eg evacuating the site in case of fire

or rescue from a confined space?
• Are people on site aware of the procedures?
• Is there means of raising the alarm and does it work?
• Are there adequate escape routes and are these kept clear?

Fire

• Is the quantity of flammable material on site kept to a minimum?
• Are there proper storage areas for flammable liquids and gases,

eg LPG and acetylene?
• Are containers and cylinders returned to these stores at the end of the shift?
• If  liquids are transferred from their original containers are the new containers 

suitable for flammable materials?
• Is smoking banned in areas where gases or flammable liquids are stored and used?
• Are other ignition sources also prohibited?
• Are gas cylinders and associated equipment in good condition?
• When gas cylinders are not in use, are the valves fully closed?
• Are cylinders stored outside?
• Are adequate bins or skips provided for storing waste?
• Is flammable and combustible waste removed regularly?
• Are the right number and type of fire extinguishers available and accessible?

Hazardous substances

• Have all harmful materials, eg asbestos, lead, solvents, paints etc been identified?
• Have the risks to everyone who might be exposed to these substances been assessed?
• Have precautions been identified and put in place, eg is protective equipment

provided and used; are workers and others who are not protected kept away
from exposure?

Scaffolds

• Are scaffolds erected, altered and dismantled by competent persons?
• Is there safe access to the scaffold platform?
• Are all uprights provided with base plates (and, where necessary, timber sole plates)

or prevented in some other way from slipping or sinking?
• Are all the uprights, ledgers, braces and struts in position?
• Is the scaffold secured to the building or structure in enough places to prevent collapse?
• Are there adequate guard rails and toe boards or an equivalent standard of protection

at every edge from which a person could fall 2m or more?
• Where guard rails and toe boards or similar are used :

- are the toe boards at least 150mm in height?
- is the upper guard rail positioned at a height of at least 910mm above the work area?
- are additional precautions, eg intermediate guard rails or brick guards in place to
ensure that there is no unprotected gap of more than 470mm between the toe board
and upper guard rail?

• Are the working platforms fully boarded and are the boards arranged to avoid tipping
or tripping?

• Are there effective barriers or warning notices in place to stop people using an
incomplete scaffold, eg where working platforms are not fully boarded?

• Has the scaffold been designed and constructed to cope with the materials on it and
are these distributed evenly?

• Does a competent person inspect the scaffold regularly, eg at least once a week;
always after it has been substantially altered, damaged and following extreme weather?

• Are the results of inspections recorded?

Powered access equipment

• Has the equipment been erected by a competent person?
• Is fixed equipment, eg mast climbers, rigidly connected to the structure against 

which it is operating?
• Does the working platform have adequate guard rails and toe boards or other barriers

to prevent people and materials falling off?
• Have precautions been taken to prevent people being struck by the moving platform,

projections from the building or falling materials, eg barrier or fence around the base?
• Are the operators trained and competent?
• Is the power supply isolated and the equipment secured at the end of the working day?

Ladders
• Are ladders the right means of access for the job?
• Are all ladders in good condition?
• Are they secured to prevent them slipping sideways or outwards?
• Do ladders rise a sufficient height above their landing place?

If not, are there other hand-holds available?
• Are the ladders positioned so that users donít have to over stretch

or climb over obstacles to work?
• Does the ladder rest against a solid surface and not on fragile or

insecure materials?

Roof  work

• Are there enough barriers and is there other edge protection to stop people or
materials falling from roofs?

• Do the roof battens provide safe hand and foot holds? If not, are crawling ladders
or boards provided and used?

• During industrial roofing, are precautions taken to stop people falling from the lead
edge of the roof or from fragile or partially fixed sheets which could give way?

• Are suitable barriers, guard rails or covers, etc provided where people pass or work
near fragile material such as asbestos cement sheets and rooflights?

• Are crawling boards provided where work on fragile materials cannot be avoided?
• Are people excluded from the area below the roof work? If this is not possible, have

additional precautions been taken to stop debris falling onto them?

Excavations
• Is an adequate supply of timber, trench sheets, props or other supporting material

made available before excavation work begins?
• Is this material strong enough to support the sides?
• Is a safe method used for putting in the support, ie one that does not rely on people

working within an unsupported trench?
• If the sides of the excavation are sloped back or battered, is the angle of batter

sufficient to prevent collapse?
• Is there safe access to the excavation, eg by a sufficiently long, secured ladder?
• Are there guard rails or other equivalent protection to stop people falling in?
• Are properly secured stop blocks provided to prevent tipping vehicles falling in?
• Does the excavation affect the stability of neighbouring structures?
• Are materials, spoil or plant stored away from the edge of the excavation in order

to reduce the likelihood of a collapse of the side?
• Is the excavation inspected by a competent person at the start of every shift; and

after any accidental collapse or event likely to have affected its stability?

Protecting the public
• Are the public fenced off or otherwise protected from the work?
• When work has stopped for the day:

- are the gates secured?
- is the perimeter fencing secure and undamaged?
- are all ladders removed or their rungs boarded so that they cannot be used?
- are excavations and openings securely covered or fenced off?
- is all plant immobilised to prevent unauthorised use?
- are bricks and materials safely stacked?
- are flammable or dangerous substances locked away in secure storage places?

Protective Clothing
• Has adequate personal protective equipment, eg hard hats, safety boots, gloves, 

goggles, and dust masks been provided?
• Is the equipment in good condition and worn by all who need it?

Welfare
• Have suitable and sufficient numbers of toilets been provided and are they kept clean?
• Are there clean wash basins, warm water, soap and towels?
• Is suitable clothing provided for those who have to work in wet, dirty or otherwise

adverse conditions?
• Are there facilities for changing, drying and storing clothes?
• Is drinking water provided?
• Is there a site hut or other accommodation where workers can sit, make tea and 

prepare food?
• Is there adequate first aid provision?
• Are welfare facilities easily and safely accessible to all who need to use them?

Noise

• Are breakers and other plant or machinery fitted with silencers?
• Are barriers erected to reduce the spread of noise?
• Is work sequenced to minimise the number of people exposed to noise?
• Are others not involved in the work kept away?
• Is suitable hearing protection provided and worn in noisy areas?

Electricity
• Is the supply voltage for tools and equipment the lowest necessary for the job

(could battery operated tools and reduced voltage systems, eg 110V, or even lower
in wet conditions, be used)?

• Where mains voltage has to be used, are trip devices, eg residual current devices 
(RCDs) provided for all equipment?

• Are RCDs protected from damage, dust and dampness and checked daily by users?
• Are cables and leads protected from by sheathing, protective enclosures or by 

positioning away from causes of damage?
• Are all connections to the system properly made and are suitable plugs used?
• Is there an appropriate system of user checks, formal visual examinations by

site managers and combined inspection and test by competent persons for all
tools and equipment?

• Are scaffolders, roofers etc or cranes or other plant, working near or under overhead
lines? Has the electricity supply been turned off, or have other precautions, such 
as ‘goal posts’ or taped markers been provided to prevent them contacting the lines?

• Have underground electricity cables been located (with a cable locator and cable 
plans), marked, and precautions for safe digging been taken?

The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 1988
Premises where work involves the storage use or production of substances
hazardous to health

Almost every substance which may cause harm to health by whatever
method and in whatever way

Duty of prevention or adequate control of risk to health on employers AND
the self-employed

Assessment of health risks to employees and others on the premises Use
of personal protective equipment when prevention or control by other
means is not reasonably practicable Monitoring of the exposure to hazard
of employees and others on the premises Information and training in
control methods of those exposed to hazard Health surveillance of

AFFECT

COVER

IMPOSE

REQUI

EMPLOYERS MUST
Assess health risks to employees and others on the premises Lay down procedures
to control and monitor unavoidable exposure to substances which may harm the
health of employees and others on the premises

EMPLOYEES MUST
Make full and proper use of any control measure, personal protective equipment
(PPE) or facility provided

This includes: Wearing PPE in the proper manner Storing PPE in the
appropriate place provided Removing PPE which could cause
contamination before eating, drinking or smoking Practising a high
standard of personal hygiene and making proper use of facilities provided

Report any defects found in the control measures PPE or facilities provided to the
employer immediately Make themselves available for health surveillance when
required and provide information about their health to the medical adviser or doctor

The Control of Substances
Hazardous to Health

Regulations 2002

AFFECT Premises where work involves the storage use or production of substances hazardous to health COVER Almost every substance which may cause
harm to health by whatever method and in whatever way IMPOSE Duty of prevention or adequate control of risk to health on employers AND the self-employed
REQUIRE Assessment of health risks to employees and others on the premises Use of personal protective equipment when prevention or control by other
means is not reasonably practicable Monitoring of the exposure to hazard of employees and others on the premises Information and training in control
methods of those exposed to hazard Health surveillance of employees exposed to hazard

An outline of the Regulations

For detail see COSHH Regulations 2002 and HSC General COSHH Approved Code of Practice 1995 Carcinogens ACOP and Biological Agents ACOP and/or contact
the Health and Safety Executive

1. Citation and Commencement: States that the Regulations may be cited as The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 and came into
force on 21st November 2002.

2. Interpretation: Contains definitions of the expressions contained in the Regulations including the meaning of "substance hazardous to health".

3. Duties under these Regulations: States that the Regulations (except 10 and 11) apply to the self-employed as to employers and employees and the
employer's duties to employees also extend to any others who may be affected by the employer's work.

4. Prohibitions relating to certain substances: Prohibits certain substances and articles described or defined in the regulation and in Schedule 2 of the
Regulations.

5. Application of Regulations 6 to 13: Excludes from the effects of Regulations 6 - 13 (inclusive) certain cases of exposure to substances hazardous to health.

6. Assessment of health risks created by work involving substances hazardous to health: Requires employers to make suitable and sufficient assessment
of health risks and of steps required to comply with the Regulations before any work is carried on, and to review the assessment regularly and whenever
appropriate. Assessments should in most cases be recorded and employees informed.

7. Prevention or control of exposure hazardous to health: Imposes on employer the duty to prevent, or if not reasonably practicable, to adequately control,
the exposure of employees to substances hazardous to health, and preferably by means other than the provision of personal protective equipment (PPE).
Where PPE is the only reasonably practicable means of prevention or control, then the employer has a duty to provide PPE suitable for the purpose and
complying with relevant directives. Special measures are laid down to control exposure to carcinogens. Further provisions dealing with the control of
exposure to biological agents are set out in detail in Schedule 3.

8. Use of control measures etc.: Where control measures or PPE or other facilities are provided, the employer must try to ensure that they are properly used
or applied Employees are required to make full and proper use of them, take steps to return them to the proper place after use and report any defect to the
employer.

9. Maintenance, examination and test of control measures etc.: Where control measures or PPE are provided the employer must ensure that they are
maintained so as to operate effectively and in the cases of engineering controls and of equipment, regularly and thoroughly tested and records kept (for at
least 5 years) of such examinations and tests and of any repairs carried out. PPE must be maintained in a clean condition.

10. Monitoring exposure at the workplace: Employers must ensure a suitable procedure for monitoring, by means of valid and suitable hygiene techniques,
and recording, the exposure of employees to substances hazardous to health, where this is necessary to ensure the adequate control of such exposure, or
to protect the health of employees. Records of monitoring to be kept for at least 5 years (or 40 in the case of identifiable employees).

11. Health Surveillance: Employers must provide suitable health surveillance for employees where appropriate for the protection of health, and ensure that
records are kept for at least 40 years.

12. Information, instruction and training for persons who may be exposed to substances hazardous to health: Employers must provide any employees, and
so far as is reasonably practicable, others on the premises, who may be exposed to substances hazardous to health in the course of the employer's work,
with such information instruction and training as required to make them aware of the risks to health created by such exposure and precautions which should
be taken. Information on the results of monitoring and collective results of health surveillance must be provided to employees.

13. Arrangements to deal with accidents, incidents and emergencies: In order to protect the health of his employees the employer shall ensure that procedures
and warning systems are in place and in the event of an accident immediate steps are taken to mitigate the effects and restore the situation to normal.

14. Provisions relating to certain fumigations: Applies to certain fumigations which may not be undertaken without specific notifications first being made.

15. Exemption certificates: Subject to certain provisions, the HSE may in writing certify the exemption for a period of any person or substance, or class of
person or substance, from any or some of the requirements or prohibitions in the Regulations.

16. Exemptions relating to the Ministry of Defence: For details see the full text of the regulations and the ACOPs.

17. Extension outside Great Britain: Provides for the Regulations to apply equally to any work outside Great Britain to which certain Sections of the Health
and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 (the 1974 Act) apply.

18. Revocations and savings: For details see the full text of the Regulations and the ACOPs.

19. Extension of meaning of “work”: For the purposes of Part 1 of the 1974 Act “work” includes any activity involving the consignment storage or use of
biological agents listed in Part V of Schedule 3 of the Regulations. “Employer” in Schedule 3 paras 12 & 13 includes any person carrying on such activity.

20. Modification of Section 3(2) of the 1974 Act: Widens the scope of the general duty in S 3(2) when it relates to activities involving the consignment storage
or use of biological agents.

21. Defence: When prosecuted for an offence in contravening these Regulations, a person who can prove that he took all reasonable precautions and
exercised due diligence to avoid contravention will have a defence.

DANGER - Emergency stop.
Both arms point upwards with the palms
facing forwards.

HAND SIGNALLING

Stocksigns

The Health and Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) Regulations

START - Attention. Start of command.
Both arms are extended horizontally with
the palms facing forwards.

STOP - Interruption. End of movement.
The right arm points upwards with the palm
facing forwards.

END - End of operation.
Both hands are clasped at chest height.

RAISE
The right arm points upwards with the
palm facing forward and slowly makes a
circle.

LOWER
The right arm points downwards with the
palm facing inwards and slowly makes a
circle.

VERTICAL DISTANCE
The hands indicate the relevant distance.

MOVE FORWARDS
Both arms are bent with the palms facing
upwards, and the forearms make slow
movements towards the body.

MOVE BACKWARDS
Both arms are bent with the palms facing
downwards, and the forearms make slow
movements away from the body.

RIGHT - to the signalman‘s.
The right arm is extended more or less
horizontally with the palm facing
downwards and slowly makes small
movements to the right.

LEFT - to the signalman‘s
The left arm is extended more or less
horizontally with the palm facing
downwards and slowly makes small
movements to the left.

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE
The hands indicate the relevant distance.

Hand signals as illustrated in EC Directive 92/58EEC

EMERGENCY 
SERVICES

10 20 12096 MR Also available in our 
pocket guide format. 
See page 82.

10 20 12095 MR Also available in our 
pocket guide format. 
See page 81.

10 20 11212 RW

Also available in our 
pocket guide format. 
See page 81.

10 20 30 12161 NRAlso available in our 
pocket guide format. 
See page 81.

10 20 30 11324 NR10 20 11754 NR

10 20 12272 NR 10 20 11940 MR 10 20 11941 KM MR

Graffiti Remover
69 28072 £30.13

Please note: As new legislation 
comes into force this product 
will be updated

Ensuring that your premises 
complies with the latest 
safety legislation is essential. 
If you are uncertain as to 
what exactly is required a 
Stocksigns Site Survey can 
help you. 
Our site survey staff can 
give you the confidence that 
your signage is compliant 
with the latest legislation and 
safety best practice.

 � Carried out at your 
request and at a time 
convenient to you.
 � Provides advice on 
positioning, types of 
material and size of sign.
 � Ensures that your 
workplace is complying 
with appropriate 
regulations.

Call: 01737 774077

Size in mm 300x400 400x600 450x600 600x900
Size code KM MR NR RW

10 Aluminium £14.97 £26.44 £28.02 £44.49
20 Rigid Plastic £9.22 £16.41 £17.24 £29.97
30 Self Adhesive Vinyl £5.84 £7.69 £8.76 -

GUIDE TO PRODUCT CODES - See page 3

Guidance Posters and Training Aids

PROTECT YOUR 
SIGNS...USE P.O.F
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Pocket Guides and Training Aids

 �Help train your staff
 � Endorse your company safety policy
 � Sized at 100 x 120mm
 �All guides are printed on both sides
 �Guides are laminated
 � Sold in packs of 10

Front Reverse 63 26618 £23.37

1. Plan the lift - assess weight, route, etc.

2. Place feet apart, close to load. 
Bend knees slightly, around load if possible. 
Keep back straight, shoulders and hip level 
and in line.

3. Grip load securely, with arms close to trunk, 
use legs to lift up trunk and load.

4. Hold load with heaviest side close to the trunk.
Move feet, do not twist body.

5. Adjust load in position after putting down.

1) 2) 3) 4) 5)

Stocksigns 66617
© STOCKSIGNS

Manual Handling
Operation Regulations

1992

AVOID hazardous manual handling operations so far as reasonably practicable

ASSESS unavoidable manual handling operations and reassess as necessary

TAKE steps to reduce risk of injury from such operations so far as reasonably practicable

As of 1st January 1993 these regulations, made under the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974,
place additional duties on employers to

ASSESS weight, stability, centre of gravity, ease of grip, size of handholds, surface texture

USE handling aids if possible

Does the load have to be moved?

If it does, THINK about it first:

DO you need help from someone else?

CHECK where load is to go - is it clear?

CHECK your route is unobstructed and the floor surface clean and dry

CAN you stop and rest if necessary?

PLAN the grip beforehand, hold firmly with both hands,  with back upright

mechanical aid to lift and/or move load

appropriate personal protective equipment and clothing
- hard hat, goggles, gloves, overalls, boots or shoes

Guidelines on AVOIDING INJURY BY SAFE LIFTING

Stocksigns 66617
© STOCKSIGNS

Screen
Characters clear, image stable, contrast and screen position adjustable, free from glare
and reflections

Keyboard
Adjustable position, matt surface, symbols legible and keys usable

Work desk/surface
Large, low-reflective and allowing flexible adjustment of screen, keyboard, documents
etc., to ensure comfortable position of user

Work chair
Stable, adjustable height and tilt, allowing freedom of movement and comfortable
position of user, with footrest if required

Space requirement
Sufficient legroom and space to allow user to change position and vary movements
freely

Lighting, reflections and glare
Adequate lighting for all tasks performed, no disturbing glare from nearby light source,
or reflections on the screen, appropriate contrast for screen

Noise
Noise level should not impair concentration or prevent conversation

Heat and Humidity
Heat from equipment should not be excessive and adequate levels of humidity should
be maintained

Task design and software
Software suitable to the task, appropriate or adaptable to user’s ability level, providing
feedback on system status, no undisclosed monitoring, users to be involved in task
design when possible

Summary of requirements at workplace to minimise health risks

Stocksigns 66618
© STOCKSIGNS

Analyse display screen equipment workstations to assess the
health and safety risks to users

Reduce any risks identified as far as reasonably practicable
(in the case of workstations in service on 31st December 1992
these must be made to comply with the regulations by 31st
December 1996)

Plan daily work activities of users so that breaks or other
activities periodically interrupt display screen work, to reduce
workload at the equipment

Provide eye and eye-sight test for employees and supply any
special corrective appliances required after such eye or eye-
sight test

Provide adequate health and safety training to users of display
screen equipment

Under these regulations from 1st January 1993 employers must

Health & Safety (Display
Screen

Equipment) Regulations

Stocksigns 66618
© STOCKSIGNS

Front Reverse 63 26617 £23.37

FIRE EXTINGUISHER COLOUR CODES

TO BS EN 3 & BS 7863

Paper, Wood
Textile and Fabric

FlammableLiquids

FlammableGases
(isolate supply first)

WATER FOAM POWDER

Electrical
Hazards

Vehicle
Protection

Fire Risk
(CO2)

Stocksigns

WET CHEMICALS

Cooking Oils
and Fats

Front Reverse 63 26322 £23.37

Front Reverse 63 26321 £23.37

Covering key topics, our pocket guides are handy safety reminders.

1      =
2      =

3      =
4      =

HAZCHEM SIGN GUIDE
EMERGENCY ACTION CODES

A.  Emergency Action Code

1s
t.

 C
ha

ra
ct

er Jets
Fog: In the absence of fog equipment
a fine spray may be used.

Foam
Dry Agent: Water must not be
allowed to come into contact with the
substance at risk.

A

B

D

Emergency
Action Code

Substance
Identification
Number

Specialist Advice

Panel for single or multi-loads

E

C Hazard
Warning
Sign

(See overleaf)

E Substance
Identification
Number

C Hazard
Warning
Sign

Compartment panel for multi-loads

2n
d

. C
ha

ra
ct

er

3rd
Cha E

Danger of violent reaction or explosion ?

B, C, D & E overleafConsider evacuation

P

R

S

S

T

T

W

X

Y

Y

Z

Z

Yes

Yes Full body protective clothing
with breathing apparatus

Breathing apparatus and gloves

Breathing apparatus for fire only

Breathing apparatus and gloves

Breathing apparatus for fire only

Breathing apparatus and gloves

Breathing apparatus for fire only

Breathing apparatus and gloves

Breathing apparatus for fire only

Full body protective clothing
with breathing apparatus

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Contain
spillage

Dilute
spillage

Stocksigns 66320
© STOCKSIGNS

Front Reverse 63 26320 £23.37 Front Reverse 63 26323 £23.37

Double-sided Pocket Guides

Continual Help & Support Legislation ExpertiseSpecialist Advice
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Pocket Guides and Training Aids

call: 01737 774077 email: sales@stocksigns.co.uk visit: www.stocksigns.co.uk

Stocksigns 66616
© STOCKSIGNS

Where value of daily personal exposure is likely to be:

EMPLOYERS MUST
Ensure that risk from exposure of employees to noise is
either eliminated at source or reduced to the lowest level
reasonably practicle

Ensure noise assessments made by competent person

Ensure record of assessment kept until reassessed

Reduce exposure to noise as far as is reasonably practicable
by means other than ear protectors

Provide adequate information, instruction and training about
risks to hearing, ways of minimising risk, how to obtain ear
protectors where exposure between 80dB(A) and 85dB(A)

Mark ear protection zones with notices so far as reasonably
practicable

Ensure so far as practicable that protectors
- are provided to employees who ask for them
- are provided to all exposed
- are used by all exposed
- maintained and repaired

Ensure so far as reasonably practicable that all who enter
marked ear protection zones use ear protection even if not
exposed to 85dB(A)

Ensure that employees, whilst wearing ear protection, are 
not exposed to peak noise levels exceeding “exposure limit
value” of 87dB(A)

Ensure so far as is practicable that
- all equipment provided under the Regulations is used
- all equipment is maintained

EMPLOYEES MUST
So far as is practicable
- use ear protectors
- use any other protective equipment provided
- report any defects found to employer

below
80db

(A)

Lower
action level

80db (A)

Upper
action level

85db (A)

Stocksigns 66616
© STOCKSIGNS

CONTROLLING DAMAGE FROM NOISE AT WORK

Incurable hearing damage can be caused by exposure to
high noise levels. The Control of Noise at Work Regulations
2005 place duties on employers and employees to reduce
the risk of hearing damage at work.
The duties are summarised overleaf:

The Control of Noise at
Work Regulations 2005

Extracts from guidance of Regulations from Health and Safety Executive

Employers’ Obligations

USE PPE provided in accordance with training and instructions

TAKE steps to ensure PPE is properly stored when not in use

REPORT immediately to employer any loss or obvious defect in the PPE

to protect effectively against particular risk involved

to facilitate or not to hinder performance of the task

to not be liable to increase the overall risk

for conditions at the place of work

for use on the particular task

to cause minimum discomfort to the wearer

to fit, or be adjustable so as to fit, the wearer

to comply with Community Directives on design and manufacture

to be compatible with any other PPE worn at the same time where more than
one risk is involved

REVIEW assessment whenever appropriate

CONSULT employees on selection of PPE

MAINTAIN PPE in efficient working order and good repair

PROVIDE appropriate storage space for PPE when not in use

PROVIDE suitable information, instruction and  training of employees in the effective use of PPE

TAKE steps to ensure employees make proper use of the PPE provided

Employees’ obligations

PROVIDE suitable PPE for unavoidable risks

ASSESS suitability of PPE

Stocksigns 66619
© STOCKSIGNS

Personal Protective
Equipment

at Work Regulations 1992

As of 1st January 1993 these regulations require employers and the

self-employed to provide suitable personal protective equipment (PPE)

to protect employees from any risks to their health or safety at work,

where such risks cannot be adequately controlled by other means such

as engineering controls or safe systems of work

Stocksigns 66619
© STOCKSIGNS

Front Reverse 63 26619 £23.37 Front Reverse 63 26616 £23.37

Electric Shock
Emergency Action

3 If power cannot be switched off, push or
pull the casualty clear of the electrical
source, using any dry non conductive
material available to safeguard yourself.

2 Call for assistance.

1 Switch off power.

4 Check for unconsciousness - if
unconscious remove any obvious
obstructions in the mouth and proceed
immediately with Emergency
Resuscitation Treatment as shown on
opposite side of this card.

Stocksigns 61094
© STOCKSIGNS

FIRST AID
Basic Rules
l  Do not move the patient.
l  If the patient is unconcious and not breathing follow
l  instructions on reverse. If breathing, place in recovery
l  position as shown in diagram 8 overleaf.
l  Keep the patient warm and covered.
l  Do not give the patient food, drink or cigarettes.
l  Loosen any tight or restrictive clothing.
l  Reassure the patient.
l  If you have any doubts about the injury call an ambulance.

Bleeding
l  Raise the wound.
l  Apply pressure to the wound with your hand or a clean dry
l  cloth until the bleeding has stopped.
l  Apply a dressing.

Burns
l  Cool the skin immediately with running water and continue
l  this treatment for at least 10 minutes.
l  Remove any restrictive jewellery.
l  Apply a clean dressing.

Stocksigns 66324
© STOCKSIGNS

Front Reverse 63 21094 £23.37Front Reverse 63 26324 £23.37

Many of the Pocket Guides on these pages are also 
available as signs to reinforce the training message: 

GO TO 

11977
21977

MR
MR

Controlling Damage from noise at work Page 78

11976
21976

MR
MR

Manual Handling Operation Regulations. 1992 Page 78

11974
21974

MR
MR

Health & Safety (Display Screen Equipment) at 
Work Regulations 1992

Page 78

11975
21975

MR
MR

Personal Protective Equipment at Work 
Regulations 1992

Page 78

11988
21988

KM  NR
KM  NR

Fire Extinguishers Page 27

12095
22095

MR
MR

Hand Signalling Page 79

11324
21324

NR
NR

Emergency Resuscitation Treatment Page 79

12161
22161

NR
NR

Electric Shock Emergency Action and Emergency 
Resuscitation Treatment

Page 79

Double-sided Pocket Guides

NEED YOUR SIGNS 
IN A HURRY?

Stocksigns can provide 
these delivery services:

 � Next day on Standards

 � Next day guaranteed

 � Next day guaranteed 
before 9.00am

 � Next day guaranteed 
before 10.30am

 � Next day guaranteed 
before 12 noon

 � Saturday am

 � Same day on Standards
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RIGHT - to the signalman‘s.
The right arm is extended more or less horizontally
with the palm facing downwards and slowly
makes small movements to the right.

LEFT - to the signalman‘s
The left arm is extended more or less horizontally
with the palm facing downwards and slowly
makes small movements to the left.

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE
The hands indicate the relevant distance.

HAND SIGNALLING
HEALTH & SAFETY(SAFETY SIGNS
 & SIGNALS) REGULATIONS 1996

VERTICAL DISTANCE
The hands indicate the relevant distance.

MOVE FORWARDS
Both arms are bent with the palms facing
upwards, and the forearms make slow movements
towards the body.

MOVE BACKWARDS
Both arms are bent with the palms facing
downwards, and the forearms make slow
movements away from the body.

Stocksigns 66327
© STOCKSIGNS

DANGER - Emergency stop.
Both arms point upwards with the palms facing
forwards.

START - Attention. Start of command.
Both arms are extended horizontally with the
palms facing forward.

STOP - Interruption. End of movement.
The right arm points upwards with the palm
facing forwards.

END - End of operation.
Both hands are clasped at chest hieght.

RAISE
The right arm points upwards with the palm
facing forward and slowly makes a circle.

LOWER
The right arm points downwards with the palm
facing inwards and slowly makes a circle.

HAND SIGNALLING
HEALTH & SAFETY(SAFETY SIGNS
 & SIGNALS) REGULATIONS 1996

Stocksigns 66327
© STOCKSIGNS

LOADING
1. Check the load ensuring it's within the trucks capacity.

2. Set the forks wide and sufficiently high enough to go beneath the load.

3. Drive into the loading position.

4. Squarely place the load on the forks.

5. Drive under the load until it touches the carriage.

6. Tilt the mast back.

7. Lift the load.

UNLOADING
1. Manoeuvre forklift into position.

2. When unloading onto a truck
Ensure rear wheels of truck are checked and brakes applied.
Ensure dock plate is secure.
Position the load correctly tilt it forward and release it.

3. For unloading onto racking or onto stacks.
Raise and position the load to the correct height making sure of the
overhead clearance level.
Slowly move into position.
Tilt the load forward and lower onto racking or stack.
Slowly withdraw the forks.

FORKLIFT LOADING
& UNLOADING

Stocksigns 66938
© STOCKSIGNS

1. DO NOT operate forklift unless fully trained and 
authorised to do so.

2. Learn and follow the operators manual and observe
your company’s safety procedures.

3. Understand the load capabilities of your forklift.

4. Plan your route staying away from the edges of 
platforms, ledges and ramps.

5. DO NOT exceed the speed limit.

6. Observe floor markings.

7. Give pedestrians the right of way

8. Use your vehicle mirrors including any fixed wall or 
ceiling mirrors.

9. DO NOT allow anyone to ride on the forklift.

10. Load and unload safely.

FORKLIFT
SAFETY

Stocksigns 66938
© STOCKSIGNS

Fires can only exist when these
three elements are combined.

KEEP THEM APART

WHAT CAUSES A FIRE

Stocksigns 66937
© STOCKSIGNS

Fire
action

IF YOU DISCOVER A FIRE
1. Immediately operate nearest alarm call-point.
2. Attack fire, if possible, with appliances provided but without 

taking personal risks.

ON HEARING ALARM OF FIRE
3.  The                                                        will call the Fire Brigade
    immediately by EXCHANGE TELEPHONE

(a) Lift receiver and dial '999'.
(b) Give operator your telephone number and ask for FIRE.
(c) When Fire Brigade replies give call distinctly

FIRE AT

CALL FIRE BRIGADE IMMEDIATELY TO EVERY FIRE OR
ON SUSPICION OF FIRE

DO NOT REPLACE RECEIVER UNTIL ADDRESS HAS BEEN
REPEATED BY FIRE BRIGADE

USE NEAREST AVAILABLE EXIT

4.  Leave building and report to person in charge of
     assembly point.

DO NOT USE LIFT
DO NOT STOP TO COLLECT PERSONAL BELONGINGS
DO NOT RE-ENTER BUILDING

Stocksigns 66937
© STOCKSIGNS

SAFETY SIGN SYMBOLS
and their meanings

HEALTH & SAFETY (SAFETY SIGNS &
SIGNALS) REGULATIONS 1996

Prohibition

Fire equipment

Stocksigns 66328
© STOCKSIGNS

EmergencyDirectional
arrow

First aid Stretcher Safety
shower

Eye wash Emergency
exit/escape

route

Emergency exit/escape
route

Emergency exit/escape
route

Emergency exit/escape
route

Emergency
exit/escape

route

Safe procedure

Mandatory

General
mandatory

sign

Eye
protection
must be

worn

Head
protection
must be

worn

Hearing
protection
must be

worn

Respiratory
protection
must be

worn

Foot
protection
must be

worn

Hand
protection
must be

worn

Wear face
shield

Wear
safety

harness/
belt

Pedestrians
must use
this route

Safety
overalls
must be

worn

Alternative Emercency
escape designs to

BS 5499 (Part 1)

Fire exit (left handed)

Fire exit (right handed)
Self-luminous

& internally-illuminated

Front Reverse 63 26328 £23.37 Front Reverse 63 26937 £23.37

Front Reverse 63 26938 £23.37 Front Reverse 63 26327 £23.37

Electric Shock
Emergency Action

3 If power cannot be switched off, push or
pull the casualty clear of the electrical
source, using any dry non conductive
material available to safeguard yourself.

2 Call for assistance.

1 Switch off power.

4 Check for unconsciousness - if
unconscious remove any obvious
obstructions in the mouth and proceed
immediately with Emergency
Resuscitation Treatment as shown on
opposite side of this card.

Stocksigns 61094
© STOCKSIGNS

FIRE EXTINGUISHER COLOUR CODES

TO BS EN 3 & BS 7863

Paper, Wood
Textile and Fabric

FlammableLiquids

FlammableGases
(isolate supply first)

WATER FOAM POWDER

Electrical
Hazards

Vehicle
Protection

Fire Risk
(CO2)

Stocksigns

WET CHEMICALS

Cooking Oils
and Fats

FIRE EXTINGUISHER COLOUR CODES

TO BS EN 3 & BS 7863

Paper, Wood
Textile and Fabric

FlammableLiquids

FlammableGases
(isolate supply first)

WATER FOAM POWDER

Electrical
Hazards

Vehicle
Protection

Fire Risk
(CO2)

Stocksigns

WET CHEMICALS

Cooking Oils
and Fats

Our 10 most popular Pocket Guides in a clear plastic wallet. Ideal for training purposes; applicable to all 
employees and particularly useful as part of a new employees’ induction pack. Pack of 10: £23.37

63 21094 63 26320 63 26321 63 26322 63 26323

1. DO NOT operate forklift unless fully trained and 
authorised to do so.

2. Learn and follow the operators manual and observe
your company’s safety procedures.

3. Understand the load capabilities of your forklift.

4. Plan your route staying away from the edges of 
platforms, ledges and ramps.

5. DO NOT exceed the speed limit.

6. Observe floor markings.

7. Give pedestrians the right of way

8. Use your vehicle mirrors including any fixed wall or 
ceiling mirrors.

9. DO NOT allow anyone to ride on the forklift.

10. Load and unload safely.

FORKLIFT
SAFETY

Stocksigns 66938
© STOCKSIGNS

Fire
action

IF YOU DISCOVER A FIRE
1. Immediately operate nearest alarm call-point.
2. Attack fire, if possible, with appliances provided but without 

taking personal risks.

ON HEARING ALARM OF FIRE
3.  The                                                        will call the Fire Brigade
    immediately by EXCHANGE TELEPHONE

(a) Lift receiver and dial '999'.
(b) Give operator your telephone number and ask for FIRE.
(c) When Fire Brigade replies give call distinctly

FIRE AT

CALL FIRE BRIGADE IMMEDIATELY TO EVERY FIRE OR
ON SUSPICION OF FIRE

DO NOT REPLACE RECEIVER UNTIL ADDRESS HAS BEEN
REPEATED BY FIRE BRIGADE

USE NEAREST AVAILABLE EXIT

4.  Leave building and report to person in charge of
     assembly point.

DO NOT USE LIFT
DO NOT STOP TO COLLECT PERSONAL BELONGINGS
DO NOT RE-ENTER BUILDING

Stocksigns 66937
© STOCKSIGNS

SAFETY SIGN SYMBOLS
and their meanings

HEALTH & SAFETY (SAFETY SIGNS &
SIGNALS) REGULATIONS 1996

Prohibition

Manual Handling
Operation Regulations

1992

AVOID hazardous manual handling operations so far as reasonably practicable

ASSESS unavoidable manual handling operations and reassess as necessary

TAKE steps to reduce risk of injury from such operations so far as reasonably practicable

As of 1st January 1993 these regulations, made under the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974,
place additional duties on employers to

ASSESS weight, stability, centre of gravity, ease of grip, size of handholds, surface texture

USE handling aids if possible

Does the load have to be moved?

If it does, THINK about it first:

DO you need help from someone else?

CHECK where load is to go - is it clear?

CHECK your route is unobstructed and the floor surface clean and dry

CAN you stop and rest if necessary?

PLAN the grip beforehand, hold firmly with both hands,  with back upright

mechanical aid to lift and/or move load

appropriate personal protective equipment and clothing
- hard hat, goggles, gloves, overalls, boots or shoes

Guidelines on AVOIDING INJURY BY SAFE LIFTING

Stocksigns 66617
© STOCKSIGNS

63 2693863 2693763 2661763 2632863 26324

Please note: As new legislation comes into force the 
pocket guide above will be updated

 � Sized at 100 x 120mm
 �All guides are printed on both sides
 �Guides are laminated

Double-sided Pocket Guides

Multi-pack Training Aids

Professional SurveysUK Manufactured Signs Design & Installation Services


